IV. Columbus, Ohio

May 1966 - May 1967

1 year

6100 Whitman Road
We left Big Spring on/about 11 May 1966 (officially was member of the Ohio Air National Guard at
Lockbourne AFB, Columbus, Ohio on 12 May 1966) so we arrived and bought our first new home. Over
all the time in Columbus was fine but I was just gone too much with either the Guard or Executive Jet
Aviation (EJA). It was a very busy year. Well, almost a year.
I flew my first F-100F on the 22nd of May and soloed on the 27th. Then on 5 June with about 30 hours
of HUN time I started my second job with EJA with a six day ground school and I was gone. Had 7 days
off until the 12th of August and then left for two weeks of summer Camp at Volk Field in Wisconsin.
It gets better, so I will outline it for you kids.
May - Check out in the HUN.
June - Started work with EJA in the LR-23.
June 27th - Jeanne and the girls got a ride in the EJA Lear Jet 23. (Will show you my busy logbook.)
July - 78.0 hours. (131.2 hours in 8 July/19 Aug during the air lines strike - Machinists of 5 airlines.
August - 74.8 hours. Had five HUN flights until summer camp in August.
September - 73.7 hours. Checked out as captain with EJA on 14 Sept. Flew John Wayne as my first
passenger on 18 Sept and ended up flying 12.7 hours my first day at work in the left seat.
October - Left for Geneva on 10 Oct and flew in Europe until Jeanne came over for a vacation for a
week and then we made it back to CMH "Charlie Mike Hotel" for Christmas.
Dec - Worked six days getting recurrent in the HUN.
May to Dec flying was HUN - 82.9 hrs LR-23 - 302.1.
We celebrated Jeanne's 27th birthday in Roma and the Elliott's were with us for Christmas.
Jan/Feb was a mix (as usual).
The total time in CMH was 100.3 in the HUN and 377.8 in the LR-23.
Log book time arrival was 6009.8
1966 - Columbus flying plus Jan/Feb was 468.4
Log book time departure was 6478.2
I quit EJA and left for Dallas after being hired by Braniff Airways. Transferred my Guard to Kansas
later that year. My last flight was a HUN flight on 25 Feb 1967 (yes, I know).
I left Jeanne and the kids in Columbus while I started Braniff new hire school in Dallas on March 6,
1967.
This proved Jeanne's "army" stamina and one of the reasons for marrying her as she had to wait, sell,
pack up, leave, and drive the girls from CMH to DAL.
She done good!
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Here are the girls in Columbus during Christmas in 1966, at EJA, and
Kelly for pre-school or church class. What else did you girls get for Christmas?
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The HUN is my most favorite airplane - single seat, single engine, and it had guns. The checkout didn't
take long to get to a range where I missed qualifying on my first strafe by two bullets (I had 23 hits needed 25). We always flew two or four ship while working on air-to-air cannon attack, or dive bomb,
rockets, skip bomb, and air-to-ground strafe. We flew low level missions, ground support, recce
(looking for something to blow up), and air-to-air refueling. The fighters were being painted in cammo
as war got closer for us Guard types. See the lower left showing silver to war paint.
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My first Selfie - in a HUN 9 Sept '66
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(Proof of Selfie)

A little below the mirror shot and looking through the gun sight to see a storm(s) poking up on my route.
See below for Webb AFB lay over.
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Photo by Natalie Sitarz
This is shooter #846 for the 8/9 Sept 1966 trip from LCK to Webb and back.
The trip was for a Dinning Inn and static display for class 67-B.
Dick Sitarz is out to say goodbye on my 2.5 hour long cross country back to Lockbourne. As "the best
student I ever taught" he is asking me why I am wearing my "chaps" or G-suit for a cross country flight
and I told him "Well, you never know when somebody will jump you."
Sure enough, descending out of about 16,000 feet south west of Columbus I was attacked by the
squadron commander LTC John Taylor...course, I saw him coming and immediately broke into him
with a six g turn and we had at it for a few minutes before I broke it off - had just about run out of gas.
Can you believe the boss would be lurking for one of his fighter pilots on such a pretty day?
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Charlie "Chas" Broyles recently died.
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Let me take a few minutes to discuss how busy this time was while in Columbus (CMH). I again
mention the work, sacrifice, and flying in two jobs played out to be excellent preparation for my future
in aviation. I learned how to move an airplane around in the air taxi operation of corporate jet flying and
learned how to fly fighters - my fighter - which, looking back, I could not have bought if I had all the
money in the world. It came at a time between having the youth to fly fighters and a chance to fly
corporate so that in my old age after airline flying I could fall back on both and teach in the Air Force
and in corporate aviation...I just say thanks. That is the way it was.
So, hectic, it was.
In the 9.5 months flying out of Port Columbus (CMH) and Lockbourne (LCK) I flew 470.1 hours. In
Jun/Jul/Aug I flew 290 hours with 131.2 hours in July/Aug during the air lines strike (five were down). I
had off five days during each month, no, days I didn't fly...I averaged 1.6 hours a day for the 9.5 months
and had 50 days in Europe hardly flying at all. Although Jeanne and I did enjoy our week in Geneva,
Roma, and Germany.
My log book shows a couple of day really working hard from airport to airport and then I would spend a
week in some motel waiting for the phone to ring.
Typically:
7 July PIT-LGA-BGM-BUF-ROC-SYR-SCH-ALB-LGA-CMH = 7.2 hrs
7 Aug ROA-DCA-EWB-POCONO-CAK-MUKOKA-CAK-CMH = 6.1 hrs
18 Sep CMH-MEM-AUS-MZT-DGO-NLD-DAL-LGA-CMH = 12.7 hrs
This last one was, as mentioned above, my first left seat as captain for EJA. Had my line check to MEM,
picked up big Duke John Wayne hisownself (plus Bruce Cabot, I think it was) and flew them to
Matzilon, MX and then to Durango, MX. Cleared customs in Laredo, picked up Angus Winn, Jr., and
flew him to New York - we returned right after midnight.
A big day. John Wayne met us at the ship with a fifth of Wild Turkey in one hand and the winning
football from the USC - Texas football game the day before - score was 10-6.
Of interest I flew Roger Miller (Dang Me, King of the Road) out of LGA to Green bay one day, Bill
Cosby from Burbank to Denver and back - was the night of his first born. Flew the Monkey's from
Burbank up to SFO I think it was. A ton of people I didn't know, of course, as they were folks using the
EJA service to do business.
While signing the gas slip at SFO a man dressed in a green cowboy suit, came around from the other
desk (he was signing for fuel in his Cessna 310) stuck out his hand and said "My name is Hank
Thompson, what is yours?" Of course, my girls will remember the songs we danced and sang to as they
were growing up, like: Humpty Dumpty Heart, and Oklahoma Hills.
As an aside, my first flight in a Lear Jet 23, was as far as performance was concerned about like flying a
T-38 (had the same engines - w/o after burner) as it climb to FL 410 in just about 13 minutes. Course,
the thing I had to get used to was not wearing helmet and I couldn't punch out of it if things got bad...
In early 1966 there were not 100 corporate jets in the world and we had about a dozen of them and we
were landing everyday in fields that had never seen a jet before. I had seen one in Midland back in 1965
and was impressed then. A great start in corporate flying and it would serve me well later on flying the
Learjet 35A in Oklahoma City and working at SimuFlite teaching the same equipment.
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This is N360EJ with Jake and I in Rotterdam. He has the tow bar and we have a fixed nose cone.

Shot of operations going to Europe. Think this is in Keflavik.
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These are the Alps from HB-VBB (our Lear Jet 23 to Swiss registration). Greg is flying with us on a test
flight out of Geneve on/about 17 Oct 1966.

Part of our vacation trip was in Chamonix, France where we stayed in Chamonix Mont Blanc, at one of
the oldest ski resorts in France. It was beautiful, snow and all - to include a ride on the cable car. I
couldn't believe how quiet it was in the mountains...well, that day had no wind.
This is Jeanne at the top of the cable car ride.
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Pictures of VBB and me in ancient Athens while on duty in Europe.
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Another shot of Athens (Athen) and the Greek remains.

Might as well have a thumb down for the Romans too! The bottom two are with Jeanne in Roma.
Both of us in, of course, the coliseum.
(The thumb down means something in the games...)
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Jeanne and I with Alfredo himself enjoying a handful of noodles with the golden forks standing by.
TWA lost Jeanne's baggage in Geneva so she bought this almost see through dress shown in this picture
- she was beautiful. We departed Roma in a BEA Trident Jet (A Boeing 727 look a like).
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This is Prince Majid Ben Saud, son of King Ibn Saud (I was told). I picked him up in Roma where
Claudia Cardinale bid him goodbye and then it was my task to give him some flying lessons while in
Athens, Greece. That lasted almost a week and we left. Quite an interesting trip...
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X
The 166th TFS Pilots - Summer Camp, Volk Field, Wisconsin - Aug 1966.
This is the same squadron I would again fly with when as a pilot for the 127th in McConnell, AFB we
joined up with them in Kunsan, Korea in July of 1968 to be the 354th TF Wing.
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SOME OF MY MOST FAVORITES

Books
1. The Gospel of John: A Commentary (1971). Rudolf Bultmann.
2. Lonesome Dove (1985). Larry McMurtry
3. Seven Days in Utopia (2011). David L. Cook
4. Fighter Pilot (2010). Robin Olds
5. A Terrible Glory: Custer and the Little Big Horn (2008). James Donovan
6. Reader and Writer (1954). Harrison Hayford & Howard Vincent
7. Rifleman Dodd (2001). C. S. Forester
8. Illusions: The Adventures of a Reluctant Messiah (1977). Richard Bach
9. Eight Hours to Solo (1947). Henry B. Lent
10. Agincourt (2009). Bernard Cornwell
Movies
1. Run Silent, Run Deep (1958). MGM
2. Dead Poets Society (1989). Touchtone Pictures
3. The Book of Eli (2010). Alcon Entertainment
4. Lonesome Dove (1989). Motown Production
5. Seven Days in Utopia (2011). Utopia Pictures
6. Jesus Christ Superstar (1973). Universal Pictures
7. Das Boot (in German).(1981). Bavaria Film
8. The Hunters (1958). Twentieth Century Fox
9. Sands of Iwo Jima (1949). Republic Pictures
10. Enemy at the Gates (2001). Paramount Pictures
Plays
1. Jesus Christ Superstar - the rock opera on Broadway.
2. The Phantom of the Opera - musical in Dallas.
3. South Pacific - musical in Dallas.

Audio Books
1. Agincourt - Bernard Cornwell
2. Fighter Pilot - Robin Olds
3. The Cobra - Frederick Forsyth
4. Dead or Alive - Tom Clancy
5. Kill Shot - Vince Flynn
6. Call to Arms - W.E.B. Griffin
7. Full Black - Brad Thor
8. Drone Strike - Dale Brown
9. Tier One Wild - Dalton Fury
10. The Kingdom - Clive Cussler
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3

points to remember Kids!

1. Tout versus Brag - This paper is not Facebook, Inc, is not going to be a best seller in the New York
Times, is not my memoirs, and is NOT about someone who does not know where he is in the scheme of
things, is not going to be put up there with Patton, MacArthur, or Robin Olds; no, I know where I stand.
However, I do want to be positive about my life and show you the track as best I can. This means the
rather cut and pasted images may seem to be thrown together along with my comments as braggadocian
manner and, yes, you may say it is, but I would rather say it is more 'tout' than 'brag.'

2. This scrapbook in black and white will be distributed to my grandkids, my daughters, and to my
sister and two brothers. It will initially go on my Web site so all can see the original in color. I may
leave the scrapbook up - or not. It maybe password protected, but the point is, the reason is, I am
composing the book for you kids.
This page is about the half way mark through and I want to point out some very important take
home items for you: (a) The three family trees, as they are worth the price of the whole book, and (b) I
have put together as much as I can to meet the task but know I could work another six months on it.
Which leads me into the last point:

3. "I wish." I wish I had spent more time with my Dad discussing and writing down what he did during
the great war. I wish I had spent more time doing the same thing with my Mama discussing her
childhood with her cowboy father and her frontier mother. I wish I had spent more time with Jeanne
discussing about 1,000 things I missed - especially the paintings...
I wish, and hope, you kids have the chance (and use it) to ask some questions , hence, again,
another reason this paper is being written
.
"What we have denied the moment, eternity will never give back.." Schiller

Now we can move on - these kids have not been born yet...
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